Ski is a component of the histone deacetylase complex required for transcriptional repression by Mad and thyroid hormone receptor
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The N-CoR/SMRT complex containing mSin3 and histone deacetylase (HDAC) mediates transcriptional repression by nuclear hormone receptors and Mad. The proteins encoded by the ski proto-oncogene family directly bind to N-CoR/SMRT and mSin3A, and forms a complex with HDAC. c-Ski and its related gene product Sno are required for transcriptional repression by Mad and thyroid hormone receptor (TRβ). The oncogenic form, v-Ski, which lacks the mSin3A-binding domain, acts in a dominant-negative fashion, and abrogates transcriptional repression by Mad and TRβ. In ski-deficient mouse embryos, the ornithine decarboxylase gene, whose expression is normally repressed by Mad–Max, is expressed ectopically. These results show that Ski is a component of the HDAC complex and that Ski is required for the transcriptional repression mediated by this complex. The involvement of c-Ski in the HDAC complex indicates that the function of the HDAC complex is important for oncogenesis.
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N-CoR [nuclear hormone receptor corepressor] was identified originally as a corepressor that binds to, and mediates transcriptional repression by, nuclear hormone receptors [Hörllein et al. 1995]. Thyroid-hormone and retinoic-acid receptors [TR and RAR] of the nuclear hormone receptor family actively repress the transcription of target genes in the absence of ligand [Chambon 1994; Mangelsdorf et al. 1995]. Transcriptional repression is mediated by a conserved region in the amino-terminal part of the ligand-binding domain of TR [Bainahmad et al. 1995]. N-CoR binds to the ligand-binding domain, termed the Co-R box, and, thereby, mediates transcriptional repression [Hörllein et al. 1995]. N-CoR is a large protein with a molecular mass of 270,000 [Mr 270K], and contains three repressor domains in its amino-terminal region [Hörllein et al. 1995]. Another corepressor, SMRT, which also binds to the Co-R box, shows striking homology to N-CoR [Chen and Evans 1995]. N-CoR also forms a complex with mammalian Sin3 orthologs [mSin3A and mSin3B], which bind to another repressor, Mad [Alland et al. 1997; Hassing et al. 1997; Heinzel et al. 1997; Laherty et al. 1997; Nagy et al. 1997]. The basic helix–loop–helix [bHLH] proteins of the Mad family act as transcriptional repressors after heterodimerization with Max [Ayer et al. 1993]. N-CoR is required for Mad-induced transcriptional repression. The same target sequence of Mad/Max, the so-called E-box, is also recognized by a heterodimer of Myc/Max that activates transcription. It is believed that transcriptional activation of a group of target genes by Myc/Max enhances cellular proliferation or transformation, whereas transcriptional repression of the same target genes by Mad/Max leads to suppression of proliferation or induction of terminal differentiation in a wide range of cell types [Ayer and Eisenman 1993; Chin et al. 1995; Roussel et al. 1996]. The binding of mSins to histone deacetylase [HDAC] suggested that transcriptional repression through N-CoR involves deacetylation of nucleosomal histones [Alland et al. 1997; Hassing et al. 1997; Heinzel...
et al. 1997; Laherty et al. 1997; Nagy et al. 1997). Recently, a tumor suppressor gene product, Rb, was also shown to interact with HDAC [Brehm et al. 1998; Luo et al. 1998; Magnaghi-Jaulin et al. 1998]. Therefore, two tumor suppressor gene products, Mad and Rb, have been linked to the HDAC complex.

The oncogene v-ski was originally identified in avian Sloan-Kettering viruses, and found to transform chicken embryo fibroblasts [Li et al. 1986]. Overexpression of either c-ski or v-ski induces either transformation or muscle differentiation of quail embryo fibroblasts, depending on the growth conditions [Colmenares and Stavnezer 1989; Colmenares et al. 1991a]. Furthermore, v-ski transgenic mice have increased muscle mass caused by hypertrophy of type II fast muscle fibers (Sutrave et al. 1990). The capacity of ski to induce both transformation [growth] and differentiation, which is usually associated with the cessation of growth, is an intriguing paradox. The human c-ski proto-oncogene product (c-Ski) is a 728-amino-acid nuclear protein [Nomura et al. 1989; Nagase et al. 1990]. Recombinant c-Ski protein purified from Escherichia coli cannot directly bind to DNA, but c-Ski in nuclear extracts from mammalian cell cultures binds to DNA, suggesting that c-Ski binds only to DNA when associated with other proteins [Nagase et al. 1990]. The amino- and carboxy-terminal regions of c-Ski possess a cysteine-rich and a coiled-coil domain, respectively, and both regions contribute additio-nally to indirect DNA binding by c-Ski. The v-ski protein lacks 292 amino acids from the carboxyl terminus of c-Ski, but still contains the amino-terminal cysteine-rich region [Stavnezer et al. 1989]. The amino-terminal region is responsible for both the cellular transformation and myogenesis capacity of ski (Zheng et al. 1997). The ski gene family comprises two members, ski and sno (ski-related novel gene) [Nomura et al. 1989] and both have been shown to share clear homology in their amino- and carboxy-terminal regions [Nomura et al. 1989; Nagase et al. 1993]. Although it was speculated that Ski/Sno proteins are involved in transcriptional repression of specific target genes [Cohen et al. 1998; Nicol and Stavnezer 1998], their function remains unknown.

Here, we demonstrate that c-Ski directly binds to N-CoR/SMRT and mSin3A, and is involved in the HDAC complex. This interaction is required for transcriptional repression by Mad and TRβ. Because the carboxy-terminal region of c-Ski is responsible for the interaction with mSin3A, v-Ski, which lacks the carboxy-terminal region of c-Ski, blocks Mad-induced transcriptional repression in a dominant-negative fashion. Furthermore, one of the Mad target genes, the ornithine decarboxylase gene, was ectopically expressed in the c-ski-deficient mouse embryo. Therefore, abrogation of Mad function appears to be critical for transformation by v-ski.

**Results**

**Direct binding of Ski to N-CoR/SMRT**

To identify the c-Ski-interacting proteins, we employed the yeast two-hybrid screen. A fusion protein consisting of the DNA-binding domain of LexA and the full-length human c-Ski protein was used as a bait to screen a mouse embryonic c-DNA library. Sixty-eight clones were isolated, and sequence analysis together with Southern blotting analyses indicated that 20 of these clones were derived from the same gene. The DNA sequences of these clones were identical to part of the N-CoR sequence, coding for a 155-amino-acid region of N-CoR [amino acids 1571–1725] [SBD: Ski-binding domain] [Fig. 1A]. The interaction between c-Ski and N-CoR was further confirmed by measuring the β-galactosidase activity quantitatively in the yeast two-hybrid assay using a LexA DNA-binding domain-c-Ski fusion [Fig. 1A]. In yeast, the N-CoR interacts efficiently with c-Ski, and also with SnoN encoded by the ski-related gene sno, although the interaction between the wild-type N-CoR and SnoN is weaker than that between Ski and N-CoR.

To confirm the in vivo interaction between c-Ski and N-CoR in mammalian cells, coimmunoprecipitation assays were performed [Fig. 1B]. The two plasmids encoding c-Ski and Flag-linked N-CoR were transfected into 293T cells, and the cell lysates were immunoprecipitated with anti-Flag. c-Ski was coimmunoprecipitated with wild-type N-CoR, but not with mutant N-CoR lacking SBD. The amino-terminal region of c-Ski is responsible for the cellular transformation capacity of ski [Zheng et al. 1997] and contains two potential amphi-pathic helices. Disruption of the second helix by an in-frame insertion of four codons at position 145 [ARPG mutant] leads to a loss of transformation activity of v-Ski (Colmenares et al. 1991b). The ARPG mutant of Ski was not coprecipitated with wild-type N-CoR.

Another corepressor, SMRT, shows striking homology to N-CoR [Chen and Evans 1995]. The amino acid sequence in SBD is significantly conserved between N-CoR and SMRT (47% identity). Therefore, we examined whether SMRT also binds to c-Ski. In vitro-translated SMRT efficiently bound to GST–Ski fusion protein [Fig. 1C, left panel]. Under the same binding conditions, in vitro-translated N-CoR bound to GST–Ski, but the N-CoR mutant lacking SBD did not [Fig. 1C, right panel]. To identify the region in c-Ski that interacts with N-CoR, the GST pull-down assay was performed using the GST–SBD fusion protein resin and various forms of in vitro-translated c-Ski protein [Fig. 2A]. The results indicated that the amino-terminal cysteine-rich region of c-Ski [amino acids 99–274] interacts efficiently with N-CoR. The amino-terminal region is responsible for the cellular transformation capacity of ski and snoN [Zheng et al. 1997, Cohen et al. 1998]. Consistent with the coimmunoprecipitation result shown in Figure 1B, the ARPG mutant did not bind to N-CoR [Fig. 2A], suggesting that the interaction between Ski and N-CoR is important for transformation by v-ski. The high degree of homology (66%) in this cysteine-rich region between c-Ski and Sno is consistent with the result that in vitro-translated Sno also interacts with GST–N-CoR [Fig. 2A].

Binding of Ski/Sno to N-CoR/SMRT suggested that Ski/Sno is a component of the complex containing N-CoR/SMRT, mSin3, and HDAC. Therefore, we exam-
ined the interaction of Ski with mSin3 or HDAC. In vitro-translated mSin3A efficiently bound to GST–Ski fusion protein (Fig. 2B). Deletion of carboxy-terminal region of c-Ski significantly but not completely decreased the binding affinity with mSin3A. In addition, the GST fusion protein containing one of the helical region in the coiled–coil region of c-Ski efficiently bound to mSin3A. These results indicate that mSin3A binds to the carboxy-terminal helical region and also the amino-terminal half of c-Ski. c-Ski did not interact with HDAC directly (data not shown).

To examine the complex formation between endogenous c-Ski, N-CoR, Sin3, and HDAC proteins, a coimmunoprecipitation assay was performed using 293 cells (Fig. 2C). The anti-c-Ski antibodies co-precipitated N-CoR, Sin3A, and HDAC1, whereas normal IgG did not (Fig. 2C, left). In addition, the immunocomplex prepared using the anti-c-Ski antibodies exhibited significant level of HDAC activity, whereas that with the normal IgG did not (Fig. 2C, right). These results indicate that mSin3A binds to the carboxy-terminal helical region and also the amino-terminal half of c-Ski. c-Ski did not interact with HDAC directly (data not shown).

Multiple repression domains in c-Ski

Interaction of c-Ski with N-CoR/SMRT and mSin3A suggested the presence of a repressor domain in c-Ski. Because c-Ski itself cannot directly bind to DNA, we examined the repressor function of the Gal4 DNA-binding domain–c-Ski fusion [Fig. 3A]. The Gal4–Ski fusions containing the full-length c-Ski or the amino-terminal N-CoR-binding domain repressed the activity of the promoter containing the Gal4-binding sites efficiently, whereas the ARPG mutant of the N-CoR-binding domain did not, supporting the notion that c-Ski functions as a transcriptional repressor by interacting with N-CoR. However, the c-Ski mutant lacking the N-CoR-binding domain (Δ46–260) also had significant repressor activity. This is consistent with the result that mSin3A binds to the carboxy-terminal helical region of c-Ski (Fig. 2B). The Gal4–Ski fusion containing this coiled-coil region had low but significant repressor activity. In addition, the c-Ski mutant lacking both the amino-terminal N-CoR-binding domain and the carboxy-terminal coiled-coil region (Δ46–260/Δ493–728) still had low but significant repressor activity. This suggests that the region around the N-CoR-binding domain may interact with additional factors that mediate transcriptional repression.

In cotransfection assays using a Gal4 site-containing reporter, the degree of repression by a small amount of Gal4–c-Ski was low [Fig. 3B]. Coexpression of the wild-type but not the mutant N-CoR lacking the three repressor domains in the amino-terminal half (amino acids 1–1502) (N-CoRΔR), however, enhanced the repression by Gal4–Ski. Furthermore, the repressor activity of Gal4–full length c-Ski was abolished by coexpression of
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the SBD of N-CoR (Fig. 3C), supporting the idea that the repressor function of Gal4–Ski is mediated by N-CoR.

Disruption of the N-CoR dot-like nuclear structure by Ski mutants

To investigate the role of the amino- and carboxy-terminal portions of c-Ski in vivo complex formation with N-CoR, we examined the colocalization of c-Ski and N-CoR by immunostaining [Fig. 4]. 293T cells were transfected with a mixture of the c-Ski and Flag-linked N-CoR expression plasmids, and their subcellular localization was examined using anti-c-Ski and anti-Flag antibodies. As reported by another group [Söderström et al. 1997], N-CoR is localized in the dot-like nuclear structure [Fig. 4A]. c-Ski-staining also displayed a punctate pattern in the nuclei [Fig. 4A], and the signals of both N-CoR and c-Ski overlapped almost completely [Fig. 4B]. On the other hand, the c-Ski mutant lacking the amino-proximal N-CoR-binding domain did not exhibit the clear dot-like structure [Fig. 4A, Δ46–260 c-Ski]. When N-CoR was co-expressed with this c-Ski mutant, the N-CoR punctate pattern was also disrupted [Fig. 4C, left], and the c-Ski signals that did not overlap N-CoR were detected [Fig. 4C, right]. Partial overlapping of N-CoR signals with this c-Ski mutant may occur via mSin3, which binds to the carboxy-terminal region of c-Ski. The c-Ski mutant lacking the carboxy-terminal coiled-coil region were distributed uniformly in the nucleoplasm [Fig. 4A, Δ493–728 c-Ski]. This c-Ski mutant was able to disrupt the N-CoR dot-like structure completely, and N-CoR staining became uniform in the nucleoplasm when it was coexpressed with this mutant [Fig. 4D, left]. Therefore, the c-Ski mutants led to the disruption of normal
dot-like pattern of N-CoR localization in the nucleus. These results suggest that both the N-CoR-binding domain and the coiled-coil region of the c-Ski molecule are required to form the normal N-CoR complex containing c-Ski and other components. The c-Ski mutants lacking either of these two domains appear to act in a dominant-negative fashion, and the carboxy-truncated mutant may be a stronger dominant-negative form.

Abrogation of Mad- or TRβ-induced transcriptional repression by anti-Ski/Sno antibodies

Direct interaction of N-CoR with c-Ski raised the possibility that c-Ski might be essential for transcriptional repression through the N-CoR complex. To examine whether c-Ski is required for transcriptional repression by Mad or TRβ, antibody microinjection experiments were performed [Fig. 5]. Injection of the reporter, in which the lacZ gene was linked to the TK promoter and the Gal4-binding sites, into Rat-1 cells gave rise to many lacZ-positive cells. Coinjection of this lacZ reporter with the plasmid encoding the Gal4–Mad fusion protein resulted in a decrease in the number of lacZ-positive cells. Coinjection of the c-Ski and Sno expression plasmids significantly abrogated the effect of anti-c-Ski or anti-Sno antibodies. Similar results were also obtained with the Gal4–TRβ [Fig. 5B]. Coinjection of anti-c-Ski or anti-Sno antibodies did not affect the decrease in the number of lacZ-positive cells by Gal–dEF1 (Fig. 5B), a heterogeneous repressor that is thought not to use N-CoR for its function (Sekido et al. 1997). These results indicate that the proteins encoded by the ski gene family are required for transcriptional repression by Mad or TRβ.

Abrogation of Mad- and TRβ-induced transcriptional repression by v-Ski

The carboxy-terminal region of c-Ski binds to mSin3A [Fig. 2B], and the carboxy-truncated c-Ski mutant led to the disruption of normal dot-like pattern of N-CoR localization in the nucleus [Fig. 4]. This raised the possibility that v-Ski may inhibit the Mad-mediated transcriptional repression in a dominant-negative fashion. To investigate whether v-Ski abrogates the Mad function, we examined the effect of overexpression of the

---

**Figure 3.** Multiple repressor domains in c-Ski. (A) Transcriptional repression by Gal4–Ski fusion proteins. (Top) The structure of Ski is schematically shown. The Gal4–Ski fusion proteins consisting of the Gal4 DNA-binding domain and the various regions of c-Ski are indicated. The transcriptional repression by various Gal4–Ski fusions was measured by cotransfection assays using the luciferase reporter containing the Gal4-binding sites, and the results are indicated below by bar graphs. The average degree of repression compared with that of the Gal4 DNA-binding domain alone is represented along with the standard deviation. The shaded bars indicate significant repressor activity. The results of the cotransfection assays are summarized at right. (++ +, −) Strong, weak, and no repressor activity, respectively. (B) Enhancement of repressor activity of Ski by N-CoR. Cotransfection experiments were done as described above using a small amount of Gal-Ski expression plasmid. The effect of wild-type or mutant N-CoR lacking the amino-proximal repressor domain [N-CoRΔR] on Gal4–Ski-induced transcriptional repression was examined by cotransfection of the N-CoR expression plasmid. (C) Inhibition of the Gal4–Ski-induced repression by SBD. The effect of SBD on Gal4–Ski-induced transcriptional repression was examined by cotransfection.
four forms of Ski on Mad-induced transcriptional repression (Fig. 6A,B). The Gal4–Mad fusion, which consists of the Gal4 DNA-binding domain and the mSin3-interacting domain of Mad (Ayer et al. 1996), strongly repressed transcription from the Gal4 site-containing reporter. This Gal4–Mad-induced repression was abrogated by the three forms of Ski, the amino- or carboxy-proximal deleted forms (Δ46–260 and Δ493–728) and v-Ski in a dose-dependent manner (Fig. 6B). Because the major difference between c-Ski and v-Ski is a truncation of the carboxy-terminal region (Stavnezer et al. 1989; Zheng et al. 1997), the similar results obtained with v-Ski and the carboxy-truncated form (Δ493–728) appear reasonable. Furthermore, wild-type c-Ski partly abrogated Mad-induced transcriptional repression. It was reported that transcriptional repression by RAR can be either positively or negatively regulated by changes in the levels of N-CoR expression, probably attributable to the relatively strict stoichiometric relationship between N-CoR and other components of the N-CoR complex (Söderström et al. 1997). Therefore, overexpression of wild-type c-Ski may also lead to an imbalance between the components of the corepressor complex, and may abrogate transcriptional repression, rather than potentiating transcriptional repression. In fact, we observed that the punctate pattern of N-CoR was disrupted by coexpression of high amount of c-Ski relative to that of N-CoR (data not shown). This is consistent with the fact that overexpression of normal
c-Ski also leads to cellular transformation of chicken embryonic fibroblasts [Colmenares et al. 1991a]. Similarly, the four forms of Ski also abrogated Gal4–TRβ-induced transcriptional repression [Fig. 6C]. By performing Western blotting, we have confirmed that the level of Gal4–Mad and Gal4–TRβ was not decreased [data not shown], indicating that the abrogation of the Gal4–Mad and Gal4–TRβ-mediated transcriptional repression by Ski is not attributable to a decrease in the level of repressor proteins. Furthermore, the four forms of c-Ski did not abrogate the repression mediated by Gal4–8EF1 [Sekido et al. 1997] [Fig. 6D].

**Figure 6.** Inhibition of the Mad- or TRβ-induced transcriptional repression by v-Ski. |a| Summary of the cotransfection assays. The structures of the various forms of Ski, whose capacity to abrogate the transcriptional repression by Gal–Mad, Gal–TRβ, or Gal4–8EF1 was examined, are shown. The results of the cotransfection assays shown in B and C are summarized as almost complete abrogation of transcriptional repression (++) and partial abrogation of transcriptional repression (+). |B–D| Co-transfection assays. A mixture of Gal4 site-containing luciferase reporter, the Gal4–Mad [β], Gal4–TRβ [γ], Gal4–8EF1 [δ] or Gal4 expression plasmid, and the effector plasmid encoding various forms of Ski was transfected into CV-1 cells, and the luciferase activity was measured. The amounts of effector plasmid were 4 (+) or 8 µg (++)+. The data shown are an average of two experiments with standard deviations. The shaded bar indicates the relative luciferase activity >0.7.

**Ectopic ODC expression in ski-deficient mouse embryo**

So far, several gene targets of Myc, including cdc25A [Galaktionov et al. 1996], ornithine decarboxylase (ODC) [Bello-Ferdenandez et al. 1993], p53 [Hermerking and Eick 1994], eIF-4E, and eIF-2α [Rosenwald et al. 1993] genes have been identified. Because the Myc–Max and Mad–Max complex activates and represses, respectively, the same target genes through the E-box transcription of these target genes may be repressed by Mad–Max. Myc regulates not only cellular proliferation, but also apoptosis [Evan et al. 1992]. Interestingly, the c-ski-deficient mutant mice show excessive apoptosis in the cranial neuroepithelium, and the timing of apoptosis coincides with a failure of neural tube closure during neurulation [Berk et al. 1997] (Fig. 7a,b). To investigate whether this excessive apoptosis is caused by the ectopic expression of Myc target genes resulting from a decrease in Mad activity, we examined the expression of ODC and p53, which are known to induce apoptosis [Hermerking and Eick 1994; Packham and Cleveland 1994], in c-ski-deficient homozygous and heterozygous embryos. In situ hy-
bридизации и иммуно-стaining indicated that ODC was ectopically expressed in the cranial neuroepithelium of homozygous mutant [Fig. 7]. Ectopic expression of p53 was not observed [data not shown]. These results suggest that c-ski deficiency causes the loss of Mad-dependent transcriptional repression of ODC, leading to ectopic expression of ODC followed by excessive apoptosis.

Discussion

Our results indicate that c-Ski is a component of the complex containing N-CoR/SMRT, mSin3, and HDAC, which is required for transcriptional repression by Mad and TRβ. During preparation of this paper, it was shown that Ski can modulate the transcriptional regulation mediated by RARα [Dahl et al. 1998a]. Therefore, c-Ski may be needed for the transcriptional regulation mediated by other nuclear hormone receptors that use N-CoR/SMRT. HDAC is involved in the N-CoR/SMRT complex via its interaction with mSin3 [Fig. 8]. Ski binds to N-CoR/SMRT via the amino-terminal cysteine-rich region [Fig. 2A], whereas it also binds to mSin3A through the carboxy-terminal helical region [Fig. 2B]. Our results dealing with the repressor domains of the c-Ski molecule indicated the presence of at least another repressor domain in addition to the N-CoR-binding domain and the carboxy-proximal coiled–coil region. Therefore, at least another Ski-interacting factor may be involved in the Ski–HDAC complex and have a role in transcriptional repression. One candidate is the Skip (Ski-interacting protein) protein that was recently found to interact with the amino-terminal region of c-Ski [Dahl et al. 1998b] [Fig. 8]. Skip has a striking homology with the Dro sophila protein Bx42 that is associated with chromatin in transcriptionally active puffs of salivary glands [Wieland et al. 1992]. The complex containing Sin3 consists of multiple proteins such as SAP30 and the histone-binding proteins RbAp46 and RbAp48 [Zhang et al. 1997].

Interestingly, SAP30 is required for the transcriptional repression mediated by the estrogen receptor, but not by TR or RAR [Laherty et al. 1998]. Therefore, it will be needed to investigate whether c-Ski is required for all the transcriptional repressors that use N-CoR/SMRT. The results described here are consistent with our previous observation that c-Ski indirectly interacts with DNA via other factors [Nagase et al. 1990]. Multiple transcriptional repressors including nuclear hormone receptors and Mad may recruit the Ski complex to specific DNA sequences. This is consistent with our unpublished data showing that various DNA sequences can serve for c-Ski complex DNA-binding. The Gal4 fusions of two mutants [Δ46–260 and Δ493–728] repressed transcription as well as wild-type c-Ski [Fig. 3], although they did not form a nuclear dot-like structure [Fig. 4]. These results, however, merely indicate that these two Gal4 fusions can recruit N-CoR/SMRT and mSin3A, respectively, even though they do not form a nuclear dot-like structure. These two c-Ski mutants inhibited the transcriptional repression mediated by Mad or TRβ when they did not fuse with the Gal4 DNA-binding domain [Fig. 6]. These results suggest that the subcellular localization of c-Ski in a nuclear dot-like structure is important to mediate the transcriptional repression.

Study of the transformation capacity of various forms of c-Ski indicated that the amino-terminal cysteine-rich region is responsible for cellular transformation, however, the mechanism of transformation has remained obscure. Our results indicate that the amino-terminal region, which is needed for cellular transformation, is responsible for interaction with N-CoR/SMRT. Furthermore, v-Ski and the carboxy-truncated form of c-Ski lack the carboxy-terminal mSin3A-binding domain, and abrogate transcriptional repression by Mad by functioning in a dominant-negative fashion. Transcriptional activation by Myc causes cell proliferation, whereas transcriptional repression by Mad inhibits cell proliferation [Ayer et al. 1993; Ayer and Eisenman 1993; Chin et al. 1995; Roussel et al. 1996]. Therefore, Mad is thought to act as a tumor suppressor, and in fact, one of the mad-related genes, mxi1, was recently demonstrated to act as a tumor suppressor using mutant mice [Schreiber-Agus et al. 1998]. Therefore, abrogation of Mad-induced transcriptional repression by v-Ski may lead to induction of Myc target genes and cellular transformation. Another tumor suppressor gene product Rb was also recently shown to interact HDAC [Brehm et al. 1998; Luo et al. 1998; Magnaghi-Jaulin et al. 1998], although it remains unknown whether c-Ski and N-CoR/SMRT interacts with Rb. Therefore, it is possible that v-Ski also transform cells by inhibiting transcriptional repression by Rb. Overexpression of normal c-Ski was reported to transform chicken embryonic fibroblasts [Colmenares et al. 1991a]. Consistent with this, we observed that overexpression of c-Ski partly abrogates Mad-induced transcriptional repression, possibly by creating an imbalance between the components of the N-CoR complex. Because our results indicate that c-Ski is required for transcriptional repression by Mad, c-ski may
be a negative regulator of cellular proliferation, although it has been held to be a proto-oncogene. This is consistent with the fact that v-Ski inhibits the function of normal c-Ski in a dominant-negative fashion. This situation is reminiscent of the case of PML. The PML gene was originally identified as a PML–RAR fusion oncogene causing leukemia; however, later studies showed that it to be a tumor suppressor gene (Doucas and Evans 1996).

Ski can transform chicken embryonic fibroblasts, whereas it also paradoxically induces muscle differentiation in quail embryo cells through enhanced myoD and myogenin expression (Colmenares et al. 1991b). Retinoic acid and thyroid hormone induce muscle differentiation by inducing myoD and myogenin expression (Arnold et al. 1992; Muscat et al. 1995). Therefore, v-Ski could inhibit transcriptional repression by the nuclear hormone receptors, or overexpression of c-Ski could lead to induction of target genes of the nuclear hormone receptors including myoD and myogenin. Therefore, the paradoxical nature of ski might be explained by Ski modulation of the activities of different types of transcriptional repressors such as Mad and nuclear hormone receptors. It is possible that many other transcriptional repressors in addition to Mad and nuclear hormone receptors may bind to the Ski–HDAC complex. Therefore, we cannot exclude the possibility that Ski induces myoD and myogenin expression by modulating the activity of such uncharacterized repressors.

The results described here establish Ski as a component of the HDAC complex. This contributes to our understanding of the molecular mechanism of cellular transformation by Ski and also the mechanism of transcriptional repression through the HDAC complex.

Materials and methods

Yeast two-hybrid screening

The yeast two-hybrid screening was performed using a modified version of the originally developed system (Vojtek et al. 1993) and the mouse embryonic cDNA library. The LexA–c-Ski fusion protein containing the full-length human c-Ski was used as a bait. The β-galactosidase activity was measured as described (Dai et al. 1996).

In vitro binding assay

To express the GST fusion protein containing various portions of c-Ski or SBD of N-CoR in E. coli, the plasmid was constructed by the PCR-based method using the pGEX-2T vector (Pharmacia). Preparation of the GST–Ski or GST–SBD fusion protein, in vitro translation of various forms of c-Ski, mSin3A, N-CoR, or SMRT, and binding assays were done essentially as described (Dai et al. 1996). The buffer used for the binding assay between Ski and GST–SBD consisted of 20 mM HEPES (pH 7.7), 75 mM KCl, 2.5 mM MgCl₂, 0.1 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT, 0.05% NP-40, and 0.02% skim milk, and PBS for washing. The buffer consisting of 10 mM HEPES (pH 7.7), 50 mM KCl, 2.5 mM MgCl₂, 0.5 mM DTT, 0.025% NP-40, and 0.01% bovine serum albumin was used for binding assays between GST–Ski and mSin3A, N-CoR, or SMRT.

Coimmunoprecipitation

The plasmid to express various forms of c-Ski was made by the PCR-based method using the vector containing the chicken cytoplasmic β-actin promoter. The human N-CoR cDNA was isolated by the PCR-based method, and the plasmid encoding wild-type or mutant N-CoR, which was linked to two tandem repeats of the Flag tag at their carboxyl termini, was constructed using the pcDNA3 vector (Invitrogen). A mixture of 4 µg of the wild-type or mutant c-Ski expression plasmid, pact–c–Ski, and 6 µg of the Flag-linked N-CoR expression plasmid, pCMV–N-CoR–Flag, was transfected into 293T cells. Forty hours after transfection, cells were lysed in the lysis buffer [50 mM HEPES at pH 7.5, 250 mM NaCl, 0.2 mM EDTA, 10 µM NaF, 0.5% NP-40], and whole-cell lysates were prepared. Lysates were immunoprecipitated using anti-Flag antibodies (KODAK), and the immune complex was analyzed by Western blotting using the anti-Ski monoclonal antibodies, which were made by using the bacterially made full-length human c-Ski as an antigen, and ECL detection reagents (Amersham). In coimmunoprecipitation assay with endogenous proteins, 293 cells were lysed by mild sonication in IP buffer [1× PBS, 10% glycerol, 0.1% NP-40], and immunoprecipitation was performed using the anti-Ski monoclonal antibodies. The anti-N-CoR antibody raised against SBD, and the anti-Sin3A and anti-HDAC1 antibodies (Santa Cruz) were used for Western blotting.

HDAC assay

Assays for HDAC activity were performed essentially as described (Yoshida et al. 1990). Lysates were prepared from 293 cells transfected with 2 µg of the c-Ski or HDAC1 expression plasmid by lysis in NET-N buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl at pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 0.5% NP-40), and immunoprecipitated with anti-Ski, anti-HDAC1 antibodies, or normal IgG. Immunocomplexes were incubated for 5 hr at 37°C with ~10 µg of acid-soluble ³H-labeled histones. The pcDNA3 vector (Invitrogen) was used for the HDAC1 expression plasmid.

Analysis of repressor domains in c-Ski

The plasmids to express Gal4–Ski fusion proteins, which consist of the Gal4 DNA-binding domain (amino acids 1–147) and various portions of c-Ski, were constructed by the PCR-based method using the CMV promoter-containing vector. To analyze the repressor domain of c-Ski in the experiments of Figure 3A, a mixture of 3 µg of the luciferase reporter, in which six tandem repeats of the Gal4–Ski or Gal4 expression plasmid, and 1 µg of the internal control plasmid pRL-TK (Promega), in which the sea-pansey luciferase gene is linked to the TK promoter, was transfected into CV-1 cells. The luciferase assays were performed using the dual-luciferase assay system (Promega). An average of two experiments ±S.E.M. is shown as a result. To examine the enhancement of Gal–Ski-induced transcriptional repression by N-CoR in the experiments of Figure 3B, a mixture of 3 µg of the Gal4 sites-containing luciferase reporter, 0.02 µg of the Gal4–Ski or Gal4 expression plasmid, 8 µg of the wild-type or amino-truncated mutant N-CoR expression plasmid, and 1 µg of pRL-TK was transfected into CV-1 cells. The amino-truncated form of N-CoR lacked the amino-terminal 1502 amino acids containing the repressor domains. To examine the effect of SBD on the Gal4–Ski-mediated transcriptional repression in the experiments of Figure 3C, a mixture of 3 µg of the Gal4 sites-containing reporter, 0.02 µg of the Gal4–Ski expres-
Subcellular localization of Ski and N-CoR

Subcellular localization of Ski and N-CoR was essentially examined as described [Nakagoshi et al. 1993]. A mixture of 3.5 µg of the N-CoR–Flag expression plasmid and 3 µg of the plasmid encoding various forms of c-Ski was transfected into 293T cells. Forty hours after transfection, cells were fixed, and stained with anti-Ski monoclonal antibodies and the anti-Flag rabbit polyclonal antibody (Santa Cruz). The Ski and N-CoR signals were visualized by rhodamine- and FITC-conjugated secondary antibodies, respectively, and analyzed by confocal microscopy.

Single-cell microinjection assay

The rabbit polyclonal antibodies were used to prepare antigens, respectively, and analyzed by confocal microscopy.

Effect of Ski on the Mad- or TRβ-induced transcriptional repression

The v-Ski expression plasmid was constructed by replacing the 1.2-kb ScaI fragment of pactSkiΔ493–728 by the ScaI fragment encoding the chicken v-Ski. The plasmid used to express the Gal4–Mad containing the mSin3A binding domain (amino acids 1–35) of Mad [Ayer et al. 1996] or Gal4–TRβ containing the ligand-binding domain (amino acids 173–456) of the human TRβ [Chen and Evans 1995], or Gal4–TRβ containing the NR repressor domain of ΔEF1 [Sekido et al. 1997] has already been described. A mixture of 3 µg of the Gal site-containing luciferase reporter plasmid, in which three tandem repeats of the Gal4-binding site were linked to the TK promoter, the Gal4–TRβ–EF1 con-struct, M. Harbers for assistance for Ski–mSin3 interaction assay, H. Akimaru for assistance with confocal microscopy, and T. Yamamoto for encouragement. This work was supported in part by National Institutes of Health grant HD 30728 to C.C.
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The v-Ski expression plasmid was constructed by replacing the 1.2-kb ScaI fragment of pactSkiΔ493–728 by the ScaI fragment encoding the chicken v-Ski. The plasmid used to express the Gal4–Mad containing the mSin3A binding domain (amino acids 1–35) of Mad [Ayer et al. 1996] or Gal4–TRβ containing the ligand-binding domain (amino acids 173–456) of the human TRβ [Chen and Evans 1995], or Gal4–ΔEF1 containing the NR repressor domain of ΔEF1 [Sekido et al. 1997] has already been described. A mixture of 3 µg of the Gal site-containing luciferase reporter described above, 0.02 µg of the Gal4–Mad, Gal4–TRβ, Gal4–ΔEF1, or Gal4 expression plasmid, and 4 or 8 µg of the plasmid to express various forms of Ski, and 1 µg of internal control plasmid pRL-TK was transfected into CV-1 cells as described. The total amount of plasmid DNA was adjusted to 13 µg by addition of the control plasmid DNA lacking the cDNA. The luciferase assays were performed as described above. An average of two experiments ±S.E.M. is shown as a result.

Analysis of c-ski-deficient mouse embryos

Embryos generated by mating between the c-ski-deficient het erozygotes were prepared at 9.5 days postcoitum [dpc], and par-}

 syslog plasmid, 4 or 8 µg of the SBD expression plasmid, and 1 µg of pRL-TK was transfected. The pCMV/myc/nuc vector [Invitrogen] was used to construct the plasmid to express SBD linked to the nuclear localization signal of the SV40 large T antigen.
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